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Knowledge representations
Logical model

Production rule model

Frame model

Semantic network

Entity-Relationship model

Object model

Notional model



Entity-Relationship models



Notions
A notion is a kind of thought that relates to a 
certain set of unique representations (entities) of 
the inner or outer world of a person (subject 
domain). 

Notions are formed (defined) during the mental 
abstraction by performing mental operations on 
entities.



Abstractions
Identification is the replacement of the entity 
with a notion-sign.

Generalization is the union of notions so that the 
entities the notion-generalization are the all 
entities of the generalized notions. 

Association is the joining of notions so that the 
entity of the notion-association includes one of the 
entities of the associated notions.



Notional analysis



Problem areas

Project @ Plan Project @ Design



Notional structures

(Staff, A, Vacancy, Position, Division)

(Vacancy, G, Trainee, Employee)

(Trainee, S)

(Employee, S)

(Position, T, Number)

(Division, T, String)

A schema of a notion (Title @ Aspect, Abstract, Notion, …)

Common attributes Private attributes



Databases

Notion Attribute



Facts
Facts are true propositions with logical 
connectives AND (), OR (), NOT (), 
parentheses, and two types of atomic propositions: 

- a predicate ( ) of belonging of the entity to 
the notion ;

- [ ] , where [ ] is a functor that returns 
the entity of the attribute of the entity E, is a 
relation that allowed between entities [ ] and .



Inference rules
ଵ ଶ

ଷ
ଶ ଵ

Vacancy(E)  Trainee(E)  Employee(E)

Staff(E)  Division[E]  Position[E]  Vacancy[E]



Queries



Conclusion
1) It is used an another semantic invariant in 
addition to formal logic – the formal theory of 
notions.
2) A concept can be presented as a set of eponymous 
notions in various aspects.
3) A query to the knowledge base requires linear 
execution time and consists only of the unary 
predicates. 



Thanks!


